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Abstract

This study describes surface cyclone activity associated with the interannual variability in summer precipitation in northern
Eurasia and how that activity may be connected to other climate signals. An east–west seesaw oscillation of precipitation across
Siberia is the primary mode of interannual variability in the summer hydrological cycle over northern Eurasia. This variation occurs
at sub-decadal timescales of about 6–8 years. The spatial characteristics of cyclone frequency and cyclone tracks at the two poles in
variability [eastern Siberia (ES)-wet–western Siberia (WS)-dry and WS-wet–ES-dry] were examined, and temporal variability in
regional cyclone frequency was compared to basin-scale precipitation variability. The analysis period was from 1973 to 2002, when
the precipitation variability signal was predominant.

Cyclone behavior suggested that the regions of enhanced (reduced) cyclone activity coincided with regions of increased
(decreased) precipitation in each phase of the oscillation. Such behavior reflects the zonal displacement of the track of frequent
storm activity that accompanies the changes in precipitation. Comparisons of the temporal characteristics confirmed the importance
of regional cyclone frequency on precipitation variability in both eastern and western Siberia. Low-frequency changes in regional
cyclone activity may produce the precipitation oscillation. We used various climate signals to explore connections between regional
precipitation and cyclone activity in Siberia. Results suggest that the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) from the preceding winter is
significantly and negatively correlated with summer surface cyclone frequency and precipitation over western Siberia. Enhanced
(reduced) summer cyclone activity and precipitation in western Siberia follows low- (high-) winter NAO. However, the physical
mechanisms linking summer cyclone activity and precipitation over western Siberia with the preceding climate conditions
associated with the winter NAO remain unclear.
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1. Introduction

An east–west precipitation oscillation is a notewor-
thy characteristic of the interannual variability in the
summer (June–August: JJA) hydrological cycle over
northern Eurasia (Fukutomi et al., 2003, 2004). An out-
of-phase relationship exists in the spatial and temporal
variation in large-river-basin-scale summer precipitation
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between eastern and western Siberia (hereafter ES and
WS). The spatial precipitation anomaly acquires an
east–west dipole pattern at the extreme poles of the
oscillation. The variation shows sub-decadal timescales
of about 6–8 years and has been especially pronounced
since the early 1970s. This oscillation is referred to as a
precipitation seesaw. Large-scale circulation anomalies
during the extreme phases show a quasi-stationary wave
pattern across northern Eurasia.

Fukutomi et al. (2004) showed that interannual
changes in storm-track activity aligned with the Arctic
frontal zone over northern Eurasia play a dynamic role
in maintaining the mean circulation pattern at the ex-
treme ends of the oscillation. They used variance sta-
tistics for synoptic-scale (b10 days) eddy components to
highlight the zonal displacement of high storm activity.
Such displacement is reflected in geographical changes
in the primary paths of traveling synoptic-scale weather
systems. The dynamic effects of synoptic processes were
diagnosed in terms of transient eddy statistics (Fukutomi
et al., 2004), but the actual behavior of continental cy-
clones associated with the precipitation oscillation re-
mains unclear.

Interannual increases (decreases) in annual discharge
from major Siberian rivers are controlled by enhanced
(reduced) activity of high-latitude summer cyclones and
their attendant precipitation (Semiletov et al., 2000).
Summer cyclone activity controls the strength of the
hydrological cycle. Serreze and Etringer (2003) recently
established a seasonal climatology that relates daily pre-
cipitation events in Siberian river basins with synoptic
circulation types. They classified 500-hPa troughs (cy-
clonic flow) associated with heavy precipitation events in
the river basins and revealed that both 500-hPa trough
features and surface cyclogenesis counts are good proxies
for day-to-day precipitation events (storminess) in
individual basins. These previous studies have suggested
that large-scale changes in the frequency of cyclones help
to control basin-scale precipitation variability. Therefore,
it is reasonable to expect that northern Eurasian cyclone
activity is a major influence on the precipitation oscil-
lation and the associated hydroclimate. However, little
work has elucidated the substantial interannual relation-
ships between basin-scale precipitation and cyclone
activity that occurs over northern Eurasia in summer. It
is necessary to investigate the statistical features of
cyclones as main precipitating systems to understand the
underlyingmechanisms influencing long-term changes in
the summer hydrological cycle over Siberia.

This study extends previous work (Fukutomi et al.,
2004) to storm statistics using a Lagrangian-type ap-
proach. We sought to identify where extratropical
cyclones that are associated with the precipitation
oscillation form andmove, and to confirm that interannual
changes in large-scale cyclone activity play an important
forcing role in the precipitation oscillation. Spatial
characteristics of cyclone frequency and tracks that are
characteristic of the two opposite extremes of the
precipitation oscillation (ES-wet–WS-dry and WS-wet–
ES-dry) were examined. Temporal variations in regional
cyclone frequency were then compared to changes in
basin-scale precipitation. The analysis period was 1973–
2002, when the precipitation seesaw signal was predom-
inant. This paper describes results that support evidence
from previous work and discusses possible links to other
climate factors.

2. Data

We used storm-track statistics for the Northern
Hemisphere (NH) obtained from the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)/Climate
Diagnostics Center (CDC). The surface cyclone statis-
tics were derived from sea level pressure (SLP) data
from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction
(NCEP)–National Center for Atmospheric Research
(NCAR) reanalysis. Detection of and tracking of surface
cyclones in this dataset followed an algorithm originally
developed by Serreze (1995) and Serreze et al. (1997).
Cyclone statistics were consistent with those used in
other studies (e.g., Clark et al., 1999; Serreze et al.,
2001; McCabe et al., 2001; Serreze and Etringer, 2003).
The cyclone detection algorithm was applied to 6-hourly
SLP fields interpolated from a 2.5°×2.5° latitude–
longitude grid to a 250-km version of the NH EASE-
grid (Armstrong and Brodzik, 1995). The statistics for
this study were for the period 1948 to present.

A Global Cyclone Climatology derived from the
NCEP–NCAR reanalysis geopotential height fields
between 1957 and 1998 (Key and Chan, 1999) was also
used. This dataset was provided by the Cooperative
Institute for Meteorological Satellite Studies (CIMSS) at
the University of Wisconsin; it includes 12-hourly posi-
tions of cyclone centers and cyclone tracks at the 1000-hPa
and 500-hPa levels at a grid resolution of 2.5°×5°
latitude–longitude. In this analysis, 500-hPa cyclone
centers and tracks for individual years in NH summer
were extracted from the original record. Konard (2001)
used the 500-hPa cyclone statistics from this dataset to
investigate relationships between mid-tropospheric
cyclones and extreme precipitation events.

As in previous studies, monthly global land precip-
itation analyses [PREC/L (Chen et al., 2002)] captured
the spatial and temporal patterns of interannual summer
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precipitation variability in Siberia. The precipitation
data were on a 2.5° latitude–longitude grid. Data were
available from 1948 to the present at the NOAA/Climate
Prediction Center (CPC).

North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) index data were
from http://www.cgd.ucar.edu/~jhurrell/nao.html. These
NAO indices were calculated as the difference in
normalized sea level pressure between Ponta Delgada
in the Azores and Reykjavik, Iceland. This definition of
the NAO index differs from that used by Hurrell (1996).
NAO data were used to determine the relationship
between regional cyclone occurrences and the NAO.
Note Hurrell (2003) describes basic characteristics of
the NAO.
Fig. 1. (a) Time series of summer (JJA) mean precipitation (mm month−1) fo
domain (red thick line: 60°–85°E, 50°–75°N). (b) Same as (a) except for ano
WS-wet–ES-dry summers (red triangles) are selected. (c) Precipitation seesaw
wet–ES-dry summers) are indicated by blue inverted triangles (red triangles
3. Results

3.1. Siberian precipitation seesaw

An interannual oscillation in precipitation occurs
over Siberia that assumes a seesaw pattern. This section
emphasizes that the precipitation seesaw is the leading
interannual pattern of summer precipitation variability
over northern Eurasia, as noted in earlier work
(Fukutomi et al., 2003, 2004).

ES and WS precipitation indices, as well as a unified
index that combines them, were derived to identify see-
saw extremes used to construct composites of precipita-
tion, cyclone frequency, and cyclone tracks. Fig. 1a
r the ES domain (blue thin line: 110°–135°E, 50°–75°N) and the WS
malies. Six ES-wet–WS-dry summers (blue inverted triangles) and six
index (see text). The selected six ES-wet–WS-dry summers (six WS-

).

http://www.cgd.ucar.edu/~jhurrell/nao.html
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shows time series of average summer precipitation in-
dices for ES and WS for 1973–2003. The precipitation
index for ES (PES) is defined as the spatial average of JJA
mean precipitation over the ES region (110°–135°E,
50°–70°N). The precipitation index for WS (PWS) is
similarly defined for (60°–85°E, 50°–70°N). These
Fig. 2. (a) Composite of the summer mean precipitation (mm month–1) defin
six WS-wet–ES-dry summers. (c) Composite difference between the two ph
indices are indicated by black boxes. Positive (negative) values are indicated
regions were defined following Serreze et al. (2003) and
covered roughly the Lena (ES) andOb (WS)River basins.
Fig. 1b shows time series of index anomaly, which was
computed as a deviation from the 30-yr climatology.
The precipitation seesaw index (hereafter PSI) was de-
fined as half the difference between them: ((PES−PWS) /2;
ed for the six ES-wet–WS-dry summers. (b) Same as (a) except for the
ases. The ES and WS regions that are used to define the precipitation
by solid (dashed) lines.
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Fig. 1c). Positive extremes of PSI represent ES-wet–WS-
dry summers, and negative extremes of PSI representWS-
wet–ES-dry summers.

The two opposite poles of the seesaw were detected
using PES, PWS, and PSI. The extremes were the six
highest ES-wet–WS-dry summers (1974, 1977, 1981,
1982, 1988, and 1989) and the six highest WS-wet–
Fig. 3. (a) Composite of cyclone frequency (cyclone/250×250 km2/season) f
WS-wet–ES-dry summers. (c) Composite difference between the two phases.
(100°–135°E, 50°–75°N) and W (55°–90°E, 50°–75°N) are outlined by heav
ES-dry summers (1979, 1986, 1992, 1996, 2001, and
2002). When the ES region was very wet (above-nor-
mal precipitation), the WS region was very dry (below-
normal precipitation), and vice versa. The following
conditions were considered in choosing the extremes:
1) ES-wet–WS-dry (WS-wet–ES-dry) summers are
the highest (lowest) phases of the PSI (Fig. 1c). 2) Pairs
or the six ES-wet–WS-dry summers. (b) Same as (a) except for the six
Positive (negative) values are indicated by solid (dashed) lines. Boxes E
y black lines (see text). Artifacts in the area 85°–90°N are masked out.
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of positive PES and negative PWS anomalies for the
ES-wet–WS-dry summers (positive PWS and nega-
tive PES anomalies for the WS-wet–ES-dry summers)
(Fig. 1b). Composites were constructed based on these
criteria.

The Siberian precipitation seesaw follows a character-
istic pattern. Fig. 1a and b shows that the two precipitation
indices give rise to a clear out-of-phase behavior, as noted
by Fukutomi et al. (2003, 2004). We found a significant
negative correlation (r=−0.64) between these two indices
that exceeds the 99.9% confidence level (r=−0.57) ac-
cording to a standard t-test assuming 28 degrees of free-
dom. The precipitation composite for ES-wet–WS-dry
summers shows a striking increase in central-ES and a
decrease inWS (Fig. 2a). In contrast, the composite for the
WS-wet–ES-dry summers shows more precipitation over
WS than ES (Fig. 2b). The precipitation anomaly pattern,
Fig. 4. (a) Cyclone tracks passing through box E and their genesis points (dot
W for the six WS-wet–ES-dry summers.
defined as the difference between the two composite
precipitation fields (Fig. 2c), shows a clear east–west
dipole pattern across Siberia. Additionally, one can notice
that another center of comparatively weaker anomalies is
located over Eastern Europe. The relationship between
this upstream signal and the Siberian dipole pattern is
worth investigating, however, that is not our present
concern. The whole pattern is basically similar to that
presented by Fukutomi et al. (2004, Fig. 3d).

3.2. Large-scale changes in cyclone activity associated
with the precipitation seesaw

The frequency of surface cyclones over Siberia as a
function of the phase of the precipitation seesaw was
examined using the CDC storm-track data. Composites of
cyclone frequency (Fig. 3) were constructedwithmethods
s) for the six ES-wet–WS-dry summers. (b) Same as (a) except for box
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used for Fig. 2. Cyclone frequency was defined as the
number of cyclone centers per summer at each EASE grid
point. Weak systems were ignored; only cyclones with
central pressures at or below 1000 hPa were included.
This central pressure cut-off reduced the number of non-
precipitating weather systems in the total counts.
Fig. 5. (a) Composite of cyclone track density (tracks/555 km circle/season) f
WS-wet–ES-dry summers. (c) Composite difference between the two pha
Artifacts in the area 85°–90°N are masked out.
Accordingly, the resulting statistics reflect precipitation-
bearing cyclone activity.

Fig. 3a shows the geographical distribution of
cyclone frequency for the ES-wet–WS-dry summers.
There were several local maxima in central-ES (east of
90°E). These maxima corresponded closely to regions
or the six ES-wet–WS-dry summers. (b) Same as (a) except for the six
ses. Positive (negative) values are indicated by solid (dashed) lines.
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of increased precipitation in central and eastern Siberia
(Fig. 2a). In contrast, a pronounced maximum prevailed
over much of WS during WS-wet–ES-dry summers
(Fig. 3b), a frequency maximum that overlapped a band
of heavier precipitation across WS (Fig. 2b). In
summary, cyclone occurrence increased (decreased)
close to or within regions of above- (below-) normal
precipitation. Locations of relatively high cyclone
frequency matched those in a climatology obtained by
Chen et al. (1991) and Chen and Zhang (1996). Com-
posite difference fields between the two contrasting
extremes (ES-wet–WS-dry summers minus WS-wet–
ES-dry summers; Fig. 3c) show a dipole pattern very
similar to that of precipitation (Fig. 2c).

Fig. 3c includes two domains outlined by heavy solid
lines, which characterize the spatial behavior of cyclone
tracks and temporal variation in regional cyclone fre-
quency. One domain roughly covers ES and is defined as
box E (100°–135°E, 50°–75°N); a second domain covers
WS and is defined as box W (55°–90°E, 50°–75°N).
These domains encompass the regions of high and low
cyclone activity associated with the precipitation seesaw.

Fig. 4 shows the distributions of surface cyclone
tracks in each extreme phase to reveal preferred cyclone
paths that affect regions of increased precipitation.
Cyclone tracks with at least one central pressure at or
below 1000 hPa and a minimum lifetime of 2 days were
Fig. 6. (a) Time series of summer (JJA) cyclone counts for box E (blue) and b
as (a) except for anomalies.
extracted from the CDC storm-track data. Weak and
shorter-lived weather systems were ignored. Only cy-
clones that passed through, originated in, or terminated
in box E (box W) were plotted for the ES-wet–WS-dry
summers (WS-wet–ES-dry summers). Thus, cyclone
tracks clustered in the targeted boxes. However, regions
of significant cyclogenesis and cyclolysis were scattered
over northern Eurasia. During the ES-wet–WS-dry
summers (Fig. 4a), most of the cyclones passing over
eastern Siberia developed inside Siberia. After crossing
ES, the cyclones typically moved northeastward toward
the Arctic Ocean and the Kolyma region. Some of them
reached the North Pacific. Several cyclones developed
in Northeast Europe and Scandinavia (west of 60°E),
and a few entered from the Kara Sea. They subsequently
moved eastward and southeastward to central–eastern
Siberia. A considerable number of cyclones developed
within and then exited ES; cyclogenesis was common in
this region. During the WS-wet–ES-dry summers
(Fig. 4b), cyclones entering western Siberia came from
various locations: European, central Asia, and the Nor-
wegian Sea. Many cyclones also developed inside west-
ern Siberia. This region is strongly cyclogenetic. Most
cyclones moved eastward and northeastward, eventually
reaching central and eastern Siberia and the Arctic Ocean.

A more comprehensive picture of geographical
changes in primary cyclone tracks is provided in Fig. 5,
ox W (red). Dashed (solid) line is raw (smoothed) time series. (b) Same
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which shows composites of cyclone track density
constructed for the opposite phases of the precipitation
seesaw as in Fig. 3. Cyclone track density is the number of
cyclones passing within a certain distance of each grid
point and was computed as described by Sinclair (1994).
Track density was derived by counting the tracks in
overlapping circular cells with a radius of 555 km
(approximately 5° latitude). This technique is spatially
smoother compared to raw counts that are based on non-
overlapping contiguous unit cells (e.g., Sinclair, 1994,
1995). The map for the ES-wet–WS-dry phase (Fig. 5a)
shows a high density between 60°–70°N latitude
extending from the eastern end of WS into Kolyma. The
enhanced track density across central-ES was near the
increased precipitation signal in ES (Fig. 2a,c). The
cyclone frequency maxima in central and ES (Fig. 3a) fell
within this band. At the same time, density was relatively
low over WS. In the WS-wet–ES-dry phase (Fig. 5b),
there was a pronounced maximum in the same latitude
belt over WS, and this high concentration of cyclone
tracks overlapped the enhanced cyclonic activity (Fig. 3b)
and the increased precipitation over WS (Fig. 2b). In
contrast, the density was reduced over central and ES. The
composite difference between the two phases (Fig. 5c)
shows an east–west dipole, which is almost collocated
with the precipitation dipole (Fig. 2c).
Fig. 7. (a) Time series of summer cyclone counts anomalies for box E (solid l
(dashed line). (b) Same as (a) except for box W (solid line) and the WS reg
Cyclone behavior indicates that regions of en-
hanced (reduced) cyclone activity nearly coincide
with regions of increased (decreased) precipitation in
each seesaw phase. Results shown here for cyclone
frequency and cyclone tracks agree with the zonal
displacement of high storm-track activity that accom-
panies the precipitation seesaw as discussed by
Fukutomi et al. (2004).

3.3. Interannual variability of regional cyclone activity
and precipitation

Composite analyses of cyclone occurrence showed
that spatial variability in storm-track activity resulted in
the east–west precipitation pattern in the seesaw
extremes. Temporal variations in summer precipitation
in ES and WS are strongly linked to variations in
regional cyclone activity. To show this linkage, temporal
variations in summer cyclone counts between ES and
WS were compared. Cyclone centers were counted for
all grid points within box E (ES) and box W (WS).
Fig. 6 presents time series of cyclone counts (i.e., area
total cyclone frequency) for the two boxes in each
summer from 1973–2002. The series of total counts
(Fig. 6a) and anomalies (Fig. 6b) both displayed
considerable interannual variability. Time series were
ine) and summer precipitation anomalies averaged over the ES domain
ion (dashed line).
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smoothed with a 3-point weighting average (1-2-1) to
highlight lower-frequency interannual (sub-decadal)
range signals. The two time series were out of phase.
The correlation coefficient between raw counts for box
E and box W was −0.40, which was significant at the
95% level. In addition, the correlation for the smoothed
counts was −0.69. These inverse relationships reflect
the seesaw nature of summer cyclone activity across
Siberia.

Consider the relationship between summer precipi-
tation and cyclone activity in each region during the
same period (Fig. 7). A comparison of the time series of
regional cyclone counts to those of precipitation
anomalies revealed an apparent synchronous relation-
ship for both the ES and WS region. Comparison of the
two time series for ES (Fig. 7a) shows a variation in
cyclone counts that is in phase with precipitation
variability. The same is true over WS (Fig. 7b). Correla-
tion coefficients between the two times series were 0.59
and 0.69 for ES and WS, respectively. Both were
significant at a confidence level exceeding 99.9%. In-
terannual variability in cyclone frequency in box E (W)
accounted for interannual variability in the area-
averaged precipitation in the ES (WS) region.
Fig. 8. (a) Time series of summer cyclone counts anomalies for boxW (thin so
(a) except for summer precipitation anomalies (thin solid line) for the WS re
4. Discussion

We examined the relationships between the seesaw
pattern in summer precipitation and the concurrent cy-
clone activity over northern Eurasia. Statistics of cyclone
frequency and cyclone tracks were used to measure cy-
clone behavior. Composite analyses presented a coherent
picture of cyclone behavior affecting east–west patterns
of precipitation in the seesaw extremes. Zonal displace-
ment of cyclone activity played a key role in determining
the seesaw pattern. Furthermore, results from compar-
isons of the temporal characteristics confirm the import-
ance of regional cyclone frequency to the variability of
precipitation in eastern and western Siberia. Consequent-
ly, the low-frequency changes in regional cyclone activity
could result in the precipitation seesaw rhythm noted over
the past 30 years.

Fukutomi et al. (2004) noted that the causes of
interannual variability in cyclone (i.e., storm track)
activity associated with the precipitation seesaw remain
uncertain. Mechanisms responsible for year-to-year
changes in large-scale baroclinicity over northern
Eurasia and its link to other climate signals are not yet
understood. To elucidate a relationship, the relationships
lid line) and the winter (DJF) NAO index (thick solid line). (b) Same as
gion.
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between the Siberian regional cyclone activity, precip-
itation, and various climate indices were investigated
(data not presented). No concurrent climate factors were
found to produce the interannual signals. However, we
did observe noteworthy two-season lagged relations.
Panels a and b of Fig. 8 show that the preceding winter
NAO is statistically related to the summer surface
cyclone frequency and precipitation over WS. The
correlation coefficient between the winter NAO and the
summer cyclone frequency in box W was −0.39 for
1973–2002, which was marginally significant at the
95% confidence level. The correlation coefficient for
precipitation had a higher value (−0.47) with the 99%
confidence level. Summer cyclone frequency and
precipitation in box E (ES) were poorly correlated
with the winter NAO index. Similarly, the statistical
relationships between WS regional 500-hPa cyclone
frequency and the winter NAO index were examined
using available data (not shown). The resulting
correlation coefficient was −0.38 for 1958–1997
(−0.51 for 1968–1997), which marginally exceeded
the 95 (99.5)% confidence level. These inverse relation-
ships indicate that enhanced (reduced) summer cyclone
activity and precipitation in WS followed low- (high-)
winter NAO. However, mechanisms to explain these
coherent signals are lacking. A question raised here is
whether the climate conditions associated with the win-
ter NAO influence subsequent summer storm activity in
WS. Several recent studies have suggested potential
impacts of the winter NAO and the following spring–
summer surface climate signals over the Eurasian
continent (e.g., Bojariu and Gimeno, 2003; Yu and
Zhou, 2004; Wang and You, 2004). The winter NAO is a
statistical predictor for subsequent summer climate over
Eurasia; however, physical mechanisms underlying the
delayed impact remain elusive.

A current concern is how the interannual background
conditions influence summer cyclone activity and pre-
cipitation across northern Eurasia. What are the sources
of variability? If the winter NAO changes summer storm
activity as hypothesized from statistics, how is the
climate memory transmitted to control summer storm
activity? A plausible mechanism could be the seasonal
progress of land-surface hydrological processes associ-
ated with continental snow mass and soil moisture
provided by snowmelt water and feedback into the
atmosphere (e.g., Barnett et al., 1989; Yasunari et al.,
1991; Bamzai and Marx, 2000). However, soil moisture
does not appear to be the bridge linking winter–spring
snow cover and subsequent summer conditions over
northern Eurasia (e.g., Shinoda, 2001; Robock et al.,
2003). Puzzling issues remain for the role of a carrier of
climate signals as discussed by Hori and Yasunari
(2003). Further careful investigation with regard to the
winter–spring snow cover, snow mass, and soil
moisture is required to detect the primary driver of the
dominant mode of summer hydroclimate variability in
northern Eurasia.
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